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quick in the ir munmcnts, which increased the difficulty ?f 
observation, but that the bees themselves were the agents, m 
making the holes, there can be no reason to 

Highfield, Gaillsborougb, ZI l•. III. BURTON 

Photography Foreshadowed 

THE fir.t pruphetic allusion to the photographic _art, the 
covery of which was to take place eiRhteen centunes later, IS 

perhaps found in the story of the miraculous occurrence told in 
the life of St. Veronica. 

The second instance is about the year r6go; but intermediate 
in;tances may probably be found. 1 extract from the works of 
Fenelon 1 the lo!lowing passage from an imagin•ry voyage in 
1690 :-"There was no painter in the country, but when any. 
one wi:;hed to have the portrait of a friend, a beautiful landscape, 
or a tab!mtt which reprc>enttd any other object, he put water in 
l;;rge b"s•ns of gold or silver; then placed this water opposite 
the ohject he wished to paint. Soon the water congealing 
became l1ke a I<H'king-glass, in which the image of that 
rem,ined ineffaceable ; and it was a picture as faithiul as the 
bnghtest mirrors." One could wish that the author had entore<l 
into detail as to the manner "of placing this water opposi.te the 
objects he wished to paint." 

The third inslanct: is about 1760, that is seventy years later, 
and years bdore 1839, the date of Dagt:errc's dis· 
co,·ery. It is 2 by Ed. Fournier, who extracted from 
what he calls "un asscz 1nauvais livre," written by a cerrain 
T1pbaigne de la Roche J, the entire passage, ex•remely curinus, 
but rat her l"nJ.(. This passage contains many details. The 
''water" of is replaced by "a matt:rial vtry 
very viscom·, and very re«rl)' to rJry and harden." "They" 
(cenain •pirits ")coat with this material a piece ,,f 
J:ncn, ar.d present it ;o the objects which wi ,h to pain!," &c. 

In the t"o l2st exan!JJ es the pictures formed reproduce the 
images of the object>, with the ir natur .. l colours and their forms, 
,.o that the object; arc seen as if rellccte<l in a mirror. The 
photographs of the present day ar" strll very far irom this 
ptdection, which, howt.vc:r, they will prc,ba':>ly !!e\·er cease to 
apr roach withom ever being able to reach. 

J. A. Gr.osl!A:\S 

Average Annual Temperature at Earth's 
for many years both in the southern and 

r.orthern hemisf>hcrcs, I have a very strong that if 
1neans were tak en to asct.:!rr.ain, with tnon: (Jr less approximation, 
the average annual tt:mp:.:raturt at the earth's surface, hy a com· 
!:'nat ion of daily av<:r.,ges of a sufficient nu rni.>er of places of 
ob' trvat ioo, there be found a very considerable diffcr
•·nre in the values of :he S>id avcr•ge annuc.! temperatures. 
DJt \vhether, ou inquiry, th< re sbould prove to be a dedded 
uiffcrence or nn absulute agreement between these averages, the 
fact in either case would surely be ascertaining, and could 
no: fail to be instructive. It might he objected that it would be 
impossi:.le to obtain the observation; of the daily average tcm
perJ.:ure !rom such a number of observatories a.> would render the 

ar.nual average for the whole earth of value, but I 
th ink this oujectiou O\'erstates the difliculty. Suppose that the 
subjt:ct wtre taken up by some one of the meteorological autho
nties 111 Great Britain, it would not be difficult to obtain from 
exi,ting daily records, a good average annual value for the tcm· 
P' rature of the Ilntish Islands. Similarly, an :!.verage annual 
value could be obtained for the temperature, from tl<e daily 
averages in the various colonies dependencies of the Briti>h 
, tn;>ire; and I take it to be certain, that the conductors of the 
,·arious meteorological observatories aJ! over em!'ire would 
dceerfully respond I<J an invitation to co-operate in such a work. 
ln a oirnilar scientific spirit it is to he hoped that the observatories 
of ail civi!istd countries would be willing to exchange their 
observations, and an approximate result cuuld thus be arrived at, 
po,sibly in two or three years. Certainly, it might be at first a 
rough approximation only, but it would be yearly becoming better 
with the rapid increase ot meteorological obser\'atories :;.II over 
the world. And as it is nvt too much to hope that, sooner or 
later, the whole habitable earth will be civiiised and COYered with 
observatories, it is ctrtain that the figures ultimately obtained to 
represent the average annual temperatures at the ear:h's surface 
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would have the value of scientific of considerable 
accuracy. If this be so, H cannot be too early to begin these 
statistics now. 

Supposing that these annual averages should exhibit a difter· 
cnce in their yearly v.tlues, it is probable that these diiTcrenccs 
would vary in sympathy with the total sun-spot areas of the years 
to .which they belonged. What could be done for temperature, 
could be done at the same time for other subjects of meteorological 
investigation, :tnd il is impossible to ::.nticip<!tc at 1iresent what 
light these tabulated annual averages might be able to throw 
upon various problems of aml terrestri!ll physics. 

Ilalham, Decem!Jtr 4 • D. TRAILL 

ON A MEANS FOR C01VVERTING THE HEA 
NOTION POSSESSED BY MATTJ.::R AT 
NORMAL TEMPERATURE INTO WORK J N a previous article 1 we considered . how, by a simple 
mechanical means, diffusion renders it poss ible t'l 

derive work from matter at normal temperature. As the 
subject is an important one we propose to develop it 
somewhat further here. 

2 . The normal temperature of objects on. the earth's 
surface represents a vast store of energy in the form of 
molecular motion. The sea (for (Xample) at ·norn1al tem
perature possesses an amount of molecular energy which 
(by compu:ation), if it were entirely utilised, would be 
competent to lift it to a height of upwards of seventy 
miles. The air and the crust of the earth itself possess 
comparable a of energy. ·It might therefore well 
be asked beforehand whether it is not posoible to transfer 
some of this intense molecular motion to masses and 
utilise it, It m'ly be obsern:d that this intense store of 
energy is being continually dissipated in space in. the form 
of waves (by radiation). The energy possessed by the 
molecules of matter, howe1·er, maintains (as b known) a 
constant normal value on account of the waves of hc.tt 
received from the sun, whose mechanical value at 
earth's surface (as represented by the results of Herschel 
and Pouillet) is normallr equal to about one-horse power 
per square yard of surface. Here, therefore, we have a 
continual store of motion kept up in the mokcules of 
matter on the earth's surface to be wasted in >:reat pilrt in 
imparting motion to the ether of space. It would cer
tainly look, a priori, as if there ought to be some means 
of utilising this store of motion. 

3· The second law of thermodyn;unics would (as is 
known) assume that this would not be practicable. Thi; 
law was propounded simply as what was con:;idered a 
legitimate inference from the observed behaviour of he;tt. 
But a great advance in the knowledge of the nature of 
heat has been made since that time, and it should be 
noticed that the law is (admittedly) by no tk•o
rdim/ly necessary or requisite to satisfy the principle of 
the comervatton of energy. Indeed a concci,·ablc case 
opposed to it has been pointed out by Prof. ::\Iaxwcll, 
though one not capable of being practically carrit;d out. 
It was my purpose in the Iasrarttclc to direct attention to 
aph:Ysical Ojlposed to the law and adm!tting of 
practical realtsatton, m the effects attendant on the dif. 
fusion of matter. At the time when this la ·N was enun
ciated the character of the termed " heat" (as 
illustrated in the now accepted kinetic theory of gases) 
was unrecognised, and therefore the mcdwnism of the 
dtffusion of gases was not understood. under these 
conditions, therefore, it would not be much a point for 
surprise if increase of knowledge should show the law 
not to be generaily applicable (or not to admit of that 
general application which is implied by the use of the 
term "law"). 

4· It may serve greatly to facilitate the following of this 
5ubjcct if we visualise the relations of heat and wor1c 
more clo!cly. .Since " !teal" is simply a 11iotion of small 
portions of matter (termed" molecules"), and since the 

J "On the Diffu sion of i\latter in Re!ation to the :=:econd. Law of Thermo· 
d}·namics, ''see )[ ,, T!..'RP., \·oJ. xvii. p. 31. 
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transference of this motion to visible masses is called I by their impacts on opposite sides of the pis•on will pro
" work," so therefore the conversion of heat into work is I ?uce per•ect equilib•ium, so that the jJ•ston _rema•ns 
no mo e the tran;f, of motwn from small_ to : No"' the question supposin)! that ( , 5 
large of matt•r, z e., transf:rence_ of jm the case of molrcules) we cannot lay hold of each. 
between. portwns of matter of dijjerent d1_menswns. The 

1 
of. spheres separat.-ly, is there any of 

meclzamcal eqta-z:almt o.f lzeat tben·fore su;nply ! uhi•smg rhe _£n_eqzea!ity of vela :ity for the performan :e of 
the equzvalence ztt energy betweett the motzons of po1 lzons ; work? [Thrs 1s the we h we to make in the 
if matter o.f dijjerent aimmsions (molecules and vistble i of two gases at the same temperat11 re, w·,o;e m lecules 
masses). To deny, therefu1e, that the heat possessed by I we cannot grasp, and wh•ch u11equal velocities.) 
matter at normal temperature could be. con_v<'rted in!o If we could by any get a number of the spheres 
work would be to assume that by a certam dtfference 1n , from one compartment into the other without changing 
dimensions the conditions are such that motion can no I t"eir velocities in the act, then the pressure would evi
longer be from the smaller portions of matter dently rise in one compartment, and we should thus 
to the larger. This would eviJently, a priori, be by no · ,· obtain a capacity for work without the performance of 
means a necessary assumption; indeed !t would appear, work. It is evi?ent _that could be done by making 
perhaps, rather strange that by no device could such a se•eral perforatrons In the ptston, about the size of the 
thing be done. svheres themselves, so that the spheres, in impingino-

5· At the first sight one difficulty in the way of utilising al(atnst the piston would sometimes happen to 
this motion that surrounds us on all sides is that the I the void space or a hole, and thus p ... ss through with. 
larger scale portions of matter (visible masses) are im· unchanged velocity into the opoosite compartment. If 
mersed among the smaller scale portions of matter ! the spheres of the two sets were moving with equal 
(molecules) which surround the vi,,ble mas 'es on a!! .

1

. velocities, it is evident that as many on an average woc1ld 
sides (as the molecules of the surrounding air, &c.), so pass through one way as the other, and there would 
that a perfect equilibrium of motion exists on all sides ; therefore be nn disturbance of the equilibrium of pressure, 
so that it becomes impossible to trans•er the motion to and consequently no work to be derived. But from the 
the Jari<er scale mass in the one direct ion or in the or her, fact that the spheres are moving with unequal velociti<·s 
and we cannot lay hold of ea· h moving molecule indi- a different result will emue It will be evtdent that th; 
vidual!)', on account of its minute s ze. number of spheres passing through the hole will be pro-

6. It is an obsened fact (and demonstrated theoreti- port,onal to the number of time; they strike against the 
call}) that portions of n-attcr in moti •. ·n among themselves piston, for the chances that a •phere will encounter a 
tend to acquire the same energy of motion (co.lled "tem- hole will be proportional to the number of ics 1mpacts 
perature" in the case of molecules). In accordance with against the piston, i.e. to the velocity of the sphere. So 
well-known facts, whenever the energy of this system of the velocity of the spheres in one compartment beine four 
small moviflg portions of matter is greater in one part times that in the other, four •imes as many lighter spheres 
than in another, i.e., whenever the equiliorium of energy is pass through one way. as heavier 5pheres pass through the 
upset, then we can transfer some of the energy to larger other. The number of spheres in one compartment will 
scale masses (convert heat into work). Is there, however, therefore rapidly augment, and thus the pressure a=ainst 
no other means of converting heat into work but through the piston will rise, and the piston w•ll be finally driven 
inequality if mfl;r;_y? It was pointed out in the last towards the opposite end of the cylinder, and in this act 
article tbat Zllequadty o.f velocity (by the mechanism of energy will be transferred from the spheres in the one 
diffusion) will serve the same purpose. The pon!ons of to those in the other.; or part of the energy 

·matter (molecule5) which by equal temperature possess cou ·d be transferred to an outside mechanism in a sdf. 
equal energy, pD5sess, when thetr masses are unequal, acting manner if desired, by simply connecting the piston 
unequal velociti es. This inequality of velocity can be to the mechanism. 
utilised for work as well as inequality of eno·rgy. 9· Now if precisely the sarne thing can be done in the 

7· Since size is only 1·elative, or there is nothing abso- case of two gases, it is evident that here the energy being 
lute in size, it will be quite legitimate to suppose molecules !teat, we have in the result attendant on the mot>on of the 
magnified up to a !urger scale so as to be visible, and we pi tun, the transference ot be>tt from one p<1nion of ga> to 
do this as in dealing with the mechanism of a process, it another at normal temperature, i .e. the transference of 
is almost impossible to visualise or conceive clearly the heat in a self-acting manner from a colder to a hotter 
results without this condition, and it is our object, on portio1t of matter; and if desired, a conversion of a part 
account of its practical beanng, to exhibit the process of the heat of the gas (at normal temperature) into work 
involved in a clear light. Suppose, therefore, the mole- by cooling it down below the temperature of the coldest 
cules of two diverse gases (oxygen and hydrogen) to be of surrounding objects. 
magn i6ed up to visible dimensions, and as we a re not IO. In tbe case of a gas it is clear that we cannot make 
concerned with the shape or form of the molecul es, we perforations analogous w the above suff;iciently srnal! to 
may simply represent the molecules of the two gases by a SUJt molecules, but to attack molecules we must hav" re
number of spheres, those representing hydrogen possessing course to molecular mechanism, or to attempt to handle 
each one-sixteenth of the ma-s of those repr esenting them like the spheres we must have recourse to mechanism 
oxygen, and als? possessing a normal four on a scale. We have a mechanism in a 
as great. This ts known to be the fact m the case of the porous d1apbragm (such as of ptpeclay or plumbago) 
two gases when at th_e same te.mperature. We will further which represents a piston with mofe.uta: per• orations. 
suppose the m the two halves a tf fitted as a pJSton mto a cyhnder 
of a cylinder w1th a ptston betweeJ?- sphe_res wtll wttn the molecules of separate gases 
may either be supposed perfectly elasttc or the1r motton possessmg different molecular velocottes (such as mole
kept up artificia ''Y in some way; just as in the case of a cules of oxygen and hydrogen), precisely the same phe" 
gas the mot1on of its is ke[Jt up by the mole- nomena as those exhibited, simply on a scale_in 
cular vibrations of the s1des of the cylinder. the case of the spheres ; or the above descnptton appltes· 

8. The spheres of the tW? sets Ilo,sess equal energies w_ord for word. W_e have by the moti?n of the porous 
of motion the one set maktng up m mass lor what they ptston the converszon of the heat-motzon o.f the gas at 
want in v:locity. The colliding spheres in each compart. 1tormal into work, transference of heat 
m ent will arrange themselves ("ccording to a known aU'omaucall} from the colder of gas to the warmer. 
principle) so that the number of spheres in unit of volume The st cond law of_ thermodynamtcs only holds when the 
of eac h the s:1me, :!ul th cn·forc the pressure molecu)cs brought mto contact happen to be of s.rmc 
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kind, or, more accurately _speakir:g, of the fame 1nass. 
This latter c.ase is evidently exceptwnal, and tf a be 
exceptional the term "law " becomes no longer applicable 
to it. 

11. The rates of diffusion of hydrogen and oxygen 
across the porous diaphragm ::tre known to be as four to 
01ie, i.e, as the molecular .. The above 
tion of the spheres serve t? exhibit the physrcal basts 
or cause of this fact m a clear hght. The mere statement 
that the rates of diffusion are inversely as the square roots 
of the molecular weights of the gases, evidently throws 
no light on the cause or p!tysical basis. of 
which is always the main thing to realise m 
science. The fact that diffusion is in the above ratio to 
the molecular weight, evidently only happens to. be true 
because the molecular velocity is in that ratiO to :he 
molecular weight, otherwise molecu!ar ';etght 
whatever to do with the rate of d1ffuswn. So 1t w1ll be 
equally apparent, from the above that the rate 
of diffusion of a gas through a porous draphragm has 
nothing whatever to do with the pressure of the gas, but 
depends ca:teris paribus on the number of mol ecules of 
the gas in unit 'An incre!Ise of the number of 
molecules in umt volume (by addmg to the number of 
impacts of the molecules against the vessel) increases the 
pressure and this is why diffusion: appears to be depen
dent on' pressure, though evidently it has 
nothin" to do with it. This serves to explam how, pro
vided the molecular velocities of the gases are consider
ably diverse, such enormous differences of .pressure can 
take place by. diffusion through a porous the 
pressure · having no power whatever to adJ ciSt Itself 
th.rough the diaphragm; for the passage of a 
through the diaphragm simply depends whether, m ltS 
normal.motion, it happens to encounter a pore or not. 
The above illustration may also serve to show that the 
velocity of propagation. of any impulse ("wave") by a 
system of bodies in free collision can only be dependent 
on the 1tormat. velocity of the bodies, just as a system of 
couriers interchanging motion among themselves convey 
a message at their own rate. So the molecules of a 
interchanging motion among :;onvey an 
pulse at their own rate, and .thus the ve!oc1ty of sound m 
a gas can be solely dependent" on, and proportional .to, 
tlze velocity of tke molecules (lj the gas, and on. nothmg 
else. This must evidently be ' true on the basrs of the 
kinetic theory, and this theory being now accepted, it 
would be not unreasonable to expect that in so funda
mental a matter as the propagation of sound, an explana
tion of it on the .basis of this theory would be looked to, 
for a statical theory of the of sound appears 
scarcely to harmonise with the theo.ry of 
'wVe have alluded to this_ fact as bnefly as posstble, havmg 
the illustration of the spheres at hand. There may be a 
liability to:lose sight of facts like the above 
care be taken to realise molecular phenomena by p1ctunng 
them on a larger scale. The:·.velocity of sound in hydro
gen is four time.s_greater than· .in. oxygen, s_olely bec.ause 
the velocity of the molecules of, hydrogen IS four times 

than ·the vel<lcity of the ·tnolecules of o:rygen
n_othing conceivably .to do .with the, moleq1lar we1gh.t of 
the gas, excepting in so far .as a.:le.ss molecular we1ght 
d_etermines .a higher molecular {lJ_e{oqty,l The of pro
pagation of the wave is affected, py.t.emperature,m so far 
01;s. ·the velocz:ty of the molecules::.- of Jth.e gas (m whose 
motion the heat of the gas . con:si.sts) is affected by 
temPerature. . ._ 
. •12• As an illustration of a . simpleAo,rm of apparatus 
adapted for ·, converting. normal temperature heat into 
· . . 3. Tr is:- evident that though the:- velocity of wav.e.'&:·proportional to the 

· of the the absofu.i' of Y'a.ve _must be, tq 
fj:xed degree less than that of _the molecules_;_ fpr: the molecules m 

normal motions are moving ·more or le!s obliquely_: to of _the 
I have pointad out in a paper, pubhshed ?JG the PJ:.llosoplucal 

i"'f_4£7!7>hu for June, 1877 . where the true for the 
vd ocny has been by Prof. . . Maxwell , and u there gw en. 

·--------------- -·- --·- --
work, and admitting of continuous actuation, the fol.lowing 
rough sketch may serve .=-:-Let the d1agram 
represent a cylinder contammg three p1stons, B, D, c, the 

central one, n, of which is furnished with any porous 
diaphragm (such as of plumbago, or porous 
Let any light gas (hydrogen being the most t;ffectrve) be 
supposed introduced into one-half of the cylinder,. some 
heavier gas (or air) filling the other half. All three pistons 
are supposed (first) fixed. Then, a.s is known, diffusion 
commences through the porow; diaphragm, everything 
remaining necessarily at norm1l te:nperature so long. as 
the pistons are fixed and no work IS done. The raprdly 
moving molecules of the light gas pass in greater 
numbers through the pores of the diaphragm 
of the heavy gas (or air), so that the pressure nses 1n the 
compartment originally filled with air. As soon .as 
pressure has attained a the central prston 15 
automatically released, and is thus driven by the excess 
of pressure towards the opposite end of the cylinder, the 
portion of gas does the work being chilled <:nd 
the heat transferred in the form of work to the outs1de 
machinery with which the central is connected. A 
certa in part of the heat goes to the portiOn of gas towards 
which the piston is driven, heat thus passing from a 
colder to a hotter body (for as soon as the portion or gas 
commences to be chilled, it is already the colder). Simul
taneously ·.virh the stroke of the central piston, a con
venient automatic arrangeJ:Ilent connected with the ma
chinery oscillates the two end pistons inwards and 
outwards, expelling in the inward stroke (through 
venient openings) the diffused mixture of gas and 
and by the outward stroke drawing in a fresh supply. Ot 
course the valves suitable for this are not ·given, a s it is 
only our purpose to sketch the princijl;; of such an appa
ratus as a scientific point, and having no regard to any 
question of commercial value or not. Clearly th e power 
derived would depend on the specific gravity of the gas 
used, and would be proportional paribus) to the 
area of the piston. Coal gas gtve a less 
than hydrogen. A diffused mixture of gas and arr IS 

necessary for gas engines, the mixture being exploded in 
them. It is clear that it would be possible, by means of 
an apparatus of the above character, to derive po:ver in 
the act of mixing the gas and air previous to explodmg the 
mixture. The gaseous mixture, after passing tlirough the 
apparatus, could be stored in some reservoir or receptacle, 
so as to recover (before combustion in the gas engine) 
from surrounding objects the heat which it lost by con
version into work in the diffusion engine. By this pro
cedure it may be observed that the heat converted into 
work is derived from the normal store of heat possessed 
by surroundittg objects, and their store is finally made 
good by the sun, which latter may therefore· be regarded 
as the ultimate source ofthe energy derived. . . 
·. 13. In view of the numerous porous exlstJJ?-g 
in the animal and vegetable world (poroszty bemg a dis
tinguishing characteristic of animal and vegetable or
ganisms) also taking into consideration the prevalence of 
gases o_f l!lolecular weights; notaJ;liY. oxygen and 
carbomc aCJd (wh1ch are ' known to be mttmately con
nected with animal and vegetable processes); the 'con" 
elusion would seem warranted, and even necessary, that 
work on the above principle must take place widely in 
nature, and thus part ofthe store ' of energy ac.cumulated 
in materials on the earth's surface by the sun, 1s made to 
fulfil a useful end, instead of being dissipated uselessly in 
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